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“If you love him, you will do it.”

These vague words had haunted reporter Adele Lumas for nearly as long as she could remember, in fractured
dreams where she was pursued by an unknown but threatening entity. Thanks to various mental ailments, her
waking life isn’t that much better. She gulps handfuls of pills just to play the part of normal, even though she
knows deep down that’s one thing she will never be.

Things take a turn for the worse when a serial killer lands in their sleepy burg, targeting their most
vulnerable citizens – the children. That’s when Adele begins to have different dreams, where she is no longer
prey, but the hunter. She witnesses every single one before they happen, which sends her right to the brink of
what she can bear.

Just about this time, a beautiful man enters her life and makes her feel anything but odd or weird. He makes
her feel beautiful, desired… loved. It is a connection she cannot explain, as though she and this stranger are
tied together by an unbreakable cord. Yet the closer they get, the more danger surrounds her life, targeting
those closest to her.

As the mystery unravels, she fears that she has met this man before, in another life, where they are bound
together through the ages by the curse of blood. Now only she can kill him, or risk losing every single human
she’s grown to love.

“My Immortal” is a paranormal romance that blends vampire lore with reincarnation, which explores the
idea of soul mates and sacrifice. Written by author/screenwriter Ginger Voight, it blends her two loves of the
romance and horror genres into a sensual, spooky suspense.

Adult content intended for readers 18+.
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From reader reviews:

Francis Mason:

This My Immortal is great publication for you because the content and that is full of information for you who
always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it facts
accurately using great coordinate word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read the
idea hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
tough core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having My Immortal in your hand like keeping the
world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no e-book that offer you world in
ten or fifteen small right but this guide already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs.
stressful do you still doubt in which?

Earline Shepler:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will
make anyone to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended for you is My Immortal this e-book consist a lot of the information with the condition of this
world now. That book was represented how does the world has grown up. The language styles that writer
require to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. Here is why this book acceptable all of you.

William Luke:

In this particular era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time not very much but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. On the list of books in the
top record in your reading list is My Immortal. This book which is qualified as The Hungry Mountains can
get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking upward and review this guide you can get
many advantages.

Mary Adamczyk:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we want. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year
ended up being exactly added. This book My Immortal was filled about science. Spend your spare time to
add your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has various feel when they reading some
sort of book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a publication. In
the modern era like currently, many ways to get book you wanted.
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